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In this paper, we consider the elliptic curve
(1) ’y =x +k.

In our previous paper [3], we have shown
that there are infinitely many values of k Q,
for which the rank of is at least 5. We shall
improve this result in this note. (See Theorem 2
below).

Let a, b, c be variables and put
k= E(a, b, c) (a + b / c- 2ab-2bc 2ca) /4.

Then there are the following 3 points on "Pl(ab, (a + b- c) /2),
P(bc, (b + c a /2),
P(ca, (c + a- b) /2).

Now let t be a variable, and put
(2) a=3t-49, b-3t+ 16, c=39
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Then we have E(a, b, c) E(d, e, f) and
3080025 . 37083501

(3) k= k(t) 4 t 2

+ 905714433
t4

1884391236ta + 7953072400.
This polynomial k(t) has the property

k(m) t12 14
(4) k(t) -- --, where m 3m
and our curve t(t) has the following 6 points:
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We remark also that our k(t) Q[t] has no
square factor in Q[t] and that two elliptic curves

1’ . for kl, k. Q*-- Q- {0} are Q-iso-
morphic if and only if k2/k -is

for some i
Q*. (cf. [1], 10, Corollary 5.4.1). As the
Diophantine equation ku: k(t) for t, u Q*
(with a given k Q*) has only a finite number
of solutions by Faltings’ theorem, we obtain an
infinite number of e(t) with k(t) Q* with 6
rational points which are not Q-isomorphic, in

specializing t Q in different ways.
Now we shall show that our t(t) has another

point Pr(xr, yr), using the following elliptic
curve.
(5) C :q2 pa + n, n 9256741632090000.

We have n= 24*34*54.792.1831129,
where 1831129 is a prime number, which
assures that C has no torsion point (cf. [1]
p.323). On the other hand, C contains the point
(443664,310783788), so that C has an infinite
number of rational points (p, q). Put t
p/142200 Then (t) contains Pr(x, y) where
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Theorem 1.
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P,..., P are independent
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points on Ck(t).

Proof. We have noticed that (/9, q)
(443664, 310783788) is on C. By specializing
t--- 443664/142200-- to, we obtain from
P1,..., P7 on k(t)7 rational points Q1,..., Q7 on

k(to), which are shown to be independent as in [3]
by using duplication formula on elliptic curves.
So we see that P1,..., P7 are independent. Q.E.D.

As seen in the above proof, (t) can be taken
as an elliptic curve defined over the function
field Q(C)of C and as C contains an infinite
number of rational points (/9, q), t can be spe-
cialized also in an infinite number of ways. From
Theorem 1 and the Theorem 20.3 in [1]

follows now.
Theorem 2. There are infinitely many elliptic

3
curves of the form y x + k with rank at least7
which are pairwise not Q-isomorphic.
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